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UNIT III 

 Class and Object 

 
- Define class 
- Members  

- Object 
- Visibility modes 

- Static member data and static 
function 

- Friend functions 

- Pointer to member, Pointer to 
object 

-  Constructor and destructor 

Class 

A class is a way to bind the data and its associated functions together. It 

allows the data (and functions) to be hidden, if necessary, from external use. 
When defining a class, we are creating a new abstract data type that can be 

treated like any other built-in data type. Generally, a class specification has 
two parts: 

1. Class declaration 

2. Class function definitions 
The class declaration describes the type and scope of its members. The 

class function definition, describe how the class functions are implemented. 

The general form of class declaration is 

 

class <class name> 

{ 
    private: 

                 Variable declarations;  
                 Function declarations;  

    public: 

                Variable declarations; 
                 Function   declaration; 

    protected: 

                  Variable declarations; 

                  Function declaration; 
}; 

 

- The class declaration is similar to a struct declaration.  
- The keyword class specifies, that what follows is an abstract data of type  

“class name” 

- The body of a class is enclosed within braces and terminated by a 
semicolon. 

- The class body contains the declaration of variables and functions. These 
functions and variables are collectively called class members 

- They are usually grouped under three sections namely private, public and 
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protected to denote which of the member are private, public and which of 
them are protected.  

- The keywords private, public and protected known as visibility labels. 
Note that these keywords are followed by a colon( “ : ” ) 

- The class members that have been declared as private can be accessed 
only from within class. On the other hand, these private members can be 
accessed from outside the class also with the help of public members of 

that class.  

- The data hiding (using private declaration) is the key feature of object-oriented 

programming.  

- The use of the keyword private is optional.  
- By default, the members of a class are private. All the labels are missing 

then, by default, all the members are private.  

- Variables declared inside the class are known as data members and the 

functions are known as member functions.  
- Only the member functions can have access to the private data members 

and private functions. However, the public members (both functions and 

data) can be accessed from outside the class.  

- The binding of data and Functions together into a single class-type variable is 

referred to as encapsulation. 

 

Example: 

#include<iostream.h> 
class sample                   // declaration of class, class name is sample 

{ 
    int no1,no2;                  //declaration of data member of class  
    public:           

    void add( )            //declaration & definition of function of class 
      { 

      cout<< “\nInput two number for addition”; 
      cin>>no1>>no2; 
      cout<<”\nAddition : ”<<no1+no2;  

      } 
  }; 
void main( ) 

{ 

   sample object1;             // Declare or create the object of class “sample” . i.e “object1” 

   object1.add( );     //Call or access  the function of class with the help of object of the 

class. 

} 

Output: 

Input two number for addition: 10 

20 

Addition: 30 

 

 

 

 Class Members: 

The class body contains the declaration of variables and functions. These 

functions and variables are collectively called class members 

 

Defining member function 
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Member functions can be defined in two places:  
i. Inside the class definition. 

ii. Outside the class definition 
 

It is obvious that, irrespective of the place of definition, the function should 
perform the same task. Therefore, the code for the function body would be 
identical in both the cases.  

- Their definitions are very much like the normal functions. 
- An important difference between a member function and a normal 

function is that a member function incorporates a membership 'identity 
label' in the header. This 'label' tells to compiler which class the function 
belongs to. 

i. Inside the class definition 

- Member functions that are declared as well as defined inside a class that 

is nothing but inside class definition 
- When a function is defined inside a class, it is treated as an inline 

function. Therefore, the restrictions and limitations that apply to an 

inline function are also applicable.  
- We can define a member function outside the class definition make it 

inline by simply use qualifier inline in the header line of function 
definition 

Example: 

#include<iostream.h> 
class sample                      // declaration of class, class name is sample 
{ 

    int no1,no2;                   //declaration of data member of class  
    public:           

    void add( )                //declaration & definition of function of class 
    { 
          cout<<”\nAddition : ”<<no1+no2;  

     } 
  void geta(int a, int b){ no1=a; no2=b;}  // we can say inline function, 

  }; 
void main( ) 

{ 

   sample object1;       // Declare or create the object of class “sample” . i.e “object1” 

   object1.geta(10,20); 

   object1.add( );    //Call or access  the function of class with the help of object of the 

class. 

} 

Output: 

Addition : 30 

 

 

ii. Outside the class definition 

- Member functions that are declared inside a class have to be defined 

separately outside the class. 
- The membership label class name “::” tells the compiler that the function 

function_name belongs to the class name.  

- The symbol “::”  is called the scope resolution operator. 
 

The general form of a member function is 
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< Return data type > <class name>::<function name> ( argument 
declaration ) 

{ 
    Function body; 

} 
 

Example: 

#include<iostream.h> 
class sample               // declaration of class, class name is sample 

{ 
    int no1,no2;             //declaration of data member of the class  
    public:           

    void add( )                              //declaration of function of the class 
  }; 

void sample :: add( )                          // definition of function of the class 

 { 
      cout<< “\nInput two number for addition”; 

      cin>>no1>>no2; 
      cout<<”\nAddition : ”<<no1+no2;  

  } 
void main( ) 

{ 

   sample object1;     // declare  or create  the object of class “sample” . i.e “object1” 

   object1.add( );      //Call or access  the function of class with the help of object of the 

class. 

} 

Output: 

Input two number for addition: 10 

20 

Addition : 30 

 

Characteristics of member function:- 

- Member functions can access the private data of the class. A non-

member function cannot do so. ( exception is a friend function ) 
- A member function can call another member function directly, 

without using thy dot(.) operator. 
 

Visibility mode: ( Access specifier ) 

A access specifiers is a mechanism who defines the scope of members. 
There are three access specifiers. Public, private and protected 

 
1. Public: 

Whatever written below this public specifier is considered as public scope 

means they becomes public members public member of a class can be 
accessed from class in which they were declared and from outside the 

class. 
2. Private: 

The private members of a class can be defined using private access 

specifier. These members can not accesses from outside the class they can 
accessed from only inside class means by member function    

3. Protected: 

This access specifier used in inheritance. The members which are declared 
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as protected can be accessed from the class in which they were declared 
and from the derived class. Protected members can not access from outside 

the class. 
 

OBJECT 

- Objects are basic run time entities in an object oriented system. (e.g. 
person, a place, a bank account, etc) 

- Objects are variables of the type class 
- They may also represent user defined data such as vectors, time and 

lists. 
- Objects take up space in the memory and have an associated address like a 

record in a structure in C. 

- When a program is executed, the objects interact by sending messages to 
one another. 

- Objects can interact without having to know details of each others data or 
code. 

- Objects contain data and code to manipulate the data. 

 

Object: student 

DATA 

        Name 

        Date of birth 
        Marks  

FUNTIONS 

        Total 

        Average 
        Display 

 

 

Static member data: 

- A data member of a class can be declared as a static. 

- Static variables are normally used to maintain values common to the 
entire class. 

- The properties of a static member variable are similar to that of a C 
static variable. 

- The static member variables must be defined outside the class. This is 

necessary because the static data members are stored separately rather 

than as a part of an object. Since they are associated with the class 

itself rather than with any class object, they are also known as class 

variables. 
- A static member function can have access to the static members declared 

in the same class and can be called using the class name. 
 

A static member variable has certain special characteristics.  

These are: 

 It is initialized to zero when the first object of its class is created. No 

other initialization is permitted. 

 Only one copy of that member is created for the entire class and is shared 

by all the objects of that class, no matter how many objects are created. 

 It is visible only within the class, but its lifetime is the entire program. 
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// Program to demonstrate static member data. 
#include<iostream.h> 

#include<conio.h> 
class staticvariable 

{ 
     static int ii; 
    public: 

        void geta( ){   ii++;        }  
        void puta( ){ cout<< “\n\t ii value is : ”<<ii; } 

}; 
int staticvariable:: ii ; 
void main( ) 

{ 
  staticvariable obj1,obj2; 

  obj1.geta( );  
  obj1.puta( ); obj2.puta( );  
 

  obj2.geta( );  
  obj1.puta( ); obj2.puta( );    

} 
Output: 
  value is : 1   value is :1    

  value is : 2   value is :2    
 

 
Static function: 

- Like static member variable, we can also have static member functions.  

A member function that is declared static has the following properties: 

  A static function can have access to only other static members 
(functions or variables) declared in the same class. 

 A static member function can be called using the class name (instead of its 
objects) as follows: 

                           
 

 

 

 

Friend functions: 

 The function declaration should be preceded by the keyword friend.  

 A friend function is not a member function of class. But friend function 

is having full access rights to the private members  of that class. 

 The function definition does not use either the keyword friend or the 

scope operator “::”.  

 It means definition of friend function same like simple function of ‘C’ 

language. 

 It cannot access the member names directly and has to use an object 

name and dot “.” membership operator with each member name. 
 

Class name::   function-name; 
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Syntax: 

 

 class F_FUNCTION 
         { 

            ------ 
            ----- 
            public: 

           ------ 
           ------ 

           friend void SAMPLE(F_FUNCTION);    
//declaration 
          }; 

 

Here function SAMPLE is friend of class F_FUNCTION 

 
The friend function possesses certain special characteristics: 

 It is not in the scope of the class to which it has been declared as friend. 

 Since it is not in the scope of the class, it cannot be called using the 

object of that class. 

 It can be invoked like a normal function without the help of any object. 

 It can be declared either in the public or private part of a class without 

affecting its meaning. 

 Usually, it has the objects as arguments. 

  

// program to demonstrate friend function 

#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 

class f_function 
{  
   int a,b; 

   public: 
   void setvalue() { a = 25; b=40 ; } 
   friend void add(f_function);     //Declaration of friend 

function 
}; 

void add(f_function x)                //Definition of friend 
function 

{ 

   cout<< “Addition is: ”<<a+b;  
} 

void main() 
{ 
 clrscr( ); 

 f_function object; 
object.setvalue( ); 

f_function(object);             // pass the object as a 
parameter 

} 

Output: 
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Addition is: 65 

 

Pointer to member: 

- It is possible to take the address of a member of a class and assign it to a 

pointer. The address of a member can be obtained by applying the 
operator “&” to a “fully qualified” class member name.  

- A class member pointer can be declared using the operator “::*” with the 

class name. 
- The dereferencing operator “->*” is used to access a member when we 

use pointers to both the object and the member.  
- The dereferencing operator “.*” is used when the object itself is used 

with the member pointer. 

//Program to demonstrate accessing pointer to member 

class abc 

{ 
   private: 
       int a,b; 

   public: 
      void geta( ) 

      { 
          cout<< “\n Input two values: ”; 
          cin>>a>>b; 

       } 
       void puta( ) 

       { 
           cout<< “a:”<<a<< “b : ”<<b; 
        } 

}; 
void main( ) 

{ 
  void (abc::*fptr)( ); 
  abc obj; 

  clrscr( ); 
 fptr=&abc::geta; 

(obj.*fptr)( ); 
fptr = &abc::puta; 
(obj.*fptr)( ); 

  getch( ); 
} 

Output: 
Input two numbers: 10 
20 

 a: 10  b:20 

 

Pointer to object: 

We have already seen how to use pointers to access the class members. As 
stated earlier, a pointer can point to an object created by a class. Consider the 

following statement: 
   Student x;     

Where Student is a class and x is an object to be of type Student. Similarly we 
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can define a pointer ptr of type Student as follows: 

  Student *ptr; 

Object pointer is useful in creating objects at run time. We can also use an 

object pointer to access the public members of an object. Consider a class 

Student defined as followed: 

#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 

class Student 
{ 

   int a; 
   public: 
  void geta( ) 

 { 
  cout<< “\nInput value :”; 

  cin>>a; 
 } 
 void puta( ) 

 { 
  cout<< “\nValue is:”<<a; 

 } 
} 
void main( ) 

{ 
Student obj,*ptr; 

 clrscr( ); 
  ptr=&obj; 

ptr->geta( ); 

ptr ->puta( ); 
getch( ); 

} 
Output 
Input value: 12 

Value is: 12 

 

 
Constructor: 

- A constructor is a special member function whose task is to initialize the 

objects of its class.  

- It is special because its name is the same as the class name.  

- The constructor is invoked whenever an object of its associated class is 
created. It is called constructor because it constructs the values of data 
members of the class. 

- There is no return data type for constructor when it is declare.  

Syntax rules for writing constructor function:- 

1) A constructor name must be the same as that of its class name . 
2) It is declared with no return type (not even void) 
3) It can not be declares constant or volatile but a constructor can be 
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invoked for a const or volatile objects. 
5) It may not be Virtual. 

6) It should have public or protected access within the class only in rear 
circumstances it should be declared private. 

The constructor functions have some special 
characteristics.  

These are:     

1) They should be declared in the public section. 
2) They are invoked automatically when the objects are created. 

3) They do not have return types, not even void and therefore, and they 
cannot return values.  

4) They cannot be inherited, though a derived class can call the base class 

constructor. 
5) Like other C++ functions, they can have default arguments. 

6) Constructors cannot be Virtual.  
7) We cannot refer to their addresses. 
8) An object with a constructor (or destructor) cannot be used as a member 

of a union 
9) They make ‘implicit calls’ to the operators new and delete when memory 

allocation is required. 
 
Parameterized Constructors:- 

C++ permits us to achieve this objective by passing arguments to the 
constructor function when the objects are create, the constructors that can take 
arguments are called parameterized constructor. 

 

Example: 

class integer 
{ 

          in tm ,n; 
 p u b li c :  
integer(int x,  int v ) ;        // Parameterized constructor 

…………………. 

………………….. 

}; 
integer::integer(int x,int y) 
{ 

        M=x; 
        n=y; 

} 

 
We must pass the initial values as arguments to the constructor 

function when an object is declared.  
 

This can be done in two ways: 
- By calling the constructor explicitly. 
- By calling the constructor implicitly. 
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1. Calling the constructor explicitly: 

Syntax: 

          integer int1 = integer(0,100);                // explicit  
call 

This statement creates an integer object int1 and passes the values 0 and 
100 to it.  
 

2. Calling the constructor implicitly: 

Syntax: 

                                intege r int1 ( 0 ,1 0 0 ) ;            / / im p l i c i t l y  cal l                           // i mp l i c i t  cal l 

 

this method, sometimes called the shorthand method, is used very often as it is 

shorter, looks better and is easy to implement. 
Remember, when the constructor is parameterized, we must provide 

appropriate it for the constructor. 
 
 

 
 

 
Copy Constructor 
Constructor can accept a reference to its own class as a parameter thus the 
statement   

 
                      Class  A 

                       { 
                            ………….. 
                            …………. 

                        Public: 
                                       A(A&); 

                       }; 
 

 

Is valid in such cases, the constructor is called the copy constructor              
            

As stated earlier, a copy constructor is used to declare and initialize an object from 

another object. For example, the statement 
 

Destructor: 

- A destructor, as the name implies, is used to destroy the objects that 
have been created by a constructor.  

- Like a constructor, the destructor is a member function whose name is 
the same as the class name but is preceded by a tilde operator ‘~’. 

Syntax:              ~<function name>(){   } 

- A destructor never takes any argument nor does it return any value.  
- It will be invoked implicitly by the compiler upon exit from the program 

(or block or function as the case may be) to clean up storage that is no 
longer accessible.  

- It is a good practice to declare destructors in a program since it releases 
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memory space for future use. 
 

 

 
//Program to demonstrate constructor and destructor 

#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 

class Student 
{ 
    int a; 

   public: 
   Student( ){ a=0; }//default constructor 

   Student(int x) { a = x; }   //parameterized constructor 
   Student(student &x) { a= x.a; }   // copy constructor 
   void display( ){ cout<< “\nValue: ”<<a; } 

 }; 
void main( ) 

{ 
clrscr( ); 
Student obj1(100); 

Student obj2(obj1); 
 

obj1.display( ); 
obj2.display( ); 
} 

Output: 
Value:100 

Value:100    
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